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QUICK AND EASY ICEBREAKERS 
 
A Great Day for Hats! 
 
Give each participant a donut-shaped piece of felt or other material 
approximately 18 inches in diameter.  Tell participants to form some type of hat 
with the material. Participants should have enough time to make their hat. At 
the end of the exercise allow each person to explain the hat they created.   You 
can also put people on teams and have some friendly competition between the 
groups on who can come up with the most creative hat. 
 
 
Letters and Names 
 
Give each person a few moments to think of an adjective starting with the same 
first letter in his or her first name (e.g. "Great Greg"). Begin by modeling it 
yourself. Then go around the group asking each person to state their 
name/adjective combination.  During various points of the exercise, or at the 
end, ask volunteers to remember and repeat each of the names and adjectives 
volunteered so far.  Provide prizes to those who do the best job.  
 
 
The Multi-Colored Stone Exercise 
 
Provide at least one small, multi-colored stone for everyone in the group. Put 
the group in a circle, sitting close enough to each other to hand stones to each 
other easily. 
 
Provide these instructions to the group:  
(See variations to the exercise on the next page) 
 
"We have designed this exercise to help us get in touch with three important 
aspects of life. These aspects contribute to our success and relationship to 
ourselves, to others, and with a special place in the world." 
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"Everyone please select a stone from the basket I will pass around.  We will 
each share with the group: 1) your name and mention what makes you unique, 
or a specific aspect of your life you would like to include (expressing right 
relationship with oneself); 2) a person, pet, or special relationship in our life 
(expressing right relationship with others); 3) a special place you have visited or 
would like to visit, and why (expressing right relationship with a special place in 
the world). 
 
"I will begin, and when I have finished sharing, everyone should pass their stone 
to the person on their left and receive the stone from the person on their right. 
This is the process we will follow every sharing. By the time we have finished 
the exercise, each person will have exchanged their stone and their stone 
touched by everyone else." 
 
"You may keep your stone or give it back, you decide.  You can keep it in your 
purse, pocket, or on your desk, to serve as a reminder of each person who 
shared and with whom you connected during the exercise; it can serve as a 
reminder of this workshop/session/training/experience and of all the things you 
will learn from it. 
  
Begin the exercise: 
 
"My name is . . . . . . . etc." 
 
(You may have to remind participants about the way to pass and receive stones 
after you share as the leader.) 
 
 
Name the Person Group Ball Toss 
 
Use this energizer during a multi-day/multi-hour training session. Good for a 
group of at 12-30 people.  It can be used with groups of people who know each 
other or for getting acquainted. 
 
Put the group together in a circle and have three tennis balls ready.  
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Facilitator tosses one ball to someone in the group whose name they know 
saying their name and then the other person's name (e.g. Jose to John). John 
(person who receives the ball) tosses it to someone whose name he knows (e.g. 
John to Mark). Mark tosses the ball to  
someone whose name he knows and so on it goes, saying both names all the 
way around the circle. Toss the ball to each person only one time until everyone 
in the circle gets it at least once and all names have been said. 
 
THEN the facilitator starts over, tossing the balls to the same person (Jose to 
John to Mark, etc.) only this time with two balls in succession (one after each 
other) saying the name twice. Toss the balls to the same people they were 
originally tossed to; first one ball, then the next, all the way around the circle 
stopping when they get back to the facilitator. 
 
THEN, facilitator starts again, this time with all three balls. Saying names each 
time, toss all three balls in succession, in the same order until they get back to 
the facilitator. 
 
By the time there are three balls going, it gets chaotic and fun. By now all 
names have been said so many times everyone should have a pretty good idea 
of who's who and they are warmed up and ready to go. If someone drops a ball, 
simply give them a chance to chase it down and pick up where you left off--no 
need to start again. 
 
 
Quick Meeting Icebreakers 
 
Here are a few quick ideas to help people get focused and break the ice and 
ready to participate in the meeting. Go around the table (or circle) and 
complete one of these sentences: 
 
Once upon a time I… 
The most embarrassing time I had was… 
The worst vacation I ever had was… 
My ideal vacation is...  
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The riskiest thing I ever did was...  
The best boss I ever worked for was… 
The wildest thing I ever did (that I'll admit to) was…  
 
These are easy to do; feel free to substitute in any way to suit the occasion.  
 
 
Toilet Paper Tango 
 
PURPOSE: 
 
Use for short introductions to lighten the atmosphere at the start of a difficult 
or intense kind of meeting. 
 
MATERIAL: 
 
One roll of toilet paper (If you "borrow" it from a hotel or office bathroom, 
make sure you replace it; otherwise, someone might be upset with you!) 
 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
 
Pass around a roll of toilet paper and say something like, "Just in case this 
meeting gets a little messy, everyone needs to take some" (With no other 
qualifiers or instruction). Then proceed with other business (agenda, objectives, 
minutes, housekeeping items, etc.) as the roll makes it way around the room. 
 
Some folks by nature will take many squares of toilet paper and others just a 
few. Once everyone has had the roll, and you've finished other business, ask 
everyone to introduce themselves and share with the group as many "things" 
about themselves as number of "squares" they took. You can suggest the 
"things" be generic or make it work-related.  
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Have fun! 
 Truth or Consequences 
 
OBJECTIVES: 
 
To allow people to get to know and appreciate one another, through 
discovering both common and unique interests and experiences. Also, to help 
level the playing field within a group by making human connections that aren't 
related to either organizational or power structures. 
 
▪ To help people begin to be more comfortable talking and listening with one 

another. 
▪ To expose something unusual about themselves and their ideas to the 

group. 
 
But most of all -- to have FUN! 
 
PROCEDURE: 
 
In groups of three to eight (depending on how much time you want to devote 
to this exercise), have individuals take turns making four statements about 
themselves -- three must be true; one is a lie. 
 
After everyone makes their statements, the other people in the group discuss 
and try to decide which of the statements are true and which one is the lie.  
 
Once they come to consensus, the individual who made the statements not 
only tells which is the "lie" but also provides a bit more background about the 
"truths." Then ask the group what made them think the "lie" was a "truth." 
 
A group of three can easily do this in less than 10 minutes. A group of eight can 
take from 20 to 30 minutes. 
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COMMENTS: 
 
This game works well with groups that are both familiar and unfamiliar with 
each other. It is often surprising how relative strangers can instinctively pick up 
the nuances between truths and lies based on very little information.  
 
The first person or two asked to make statements can find it difficult, but after 
a couple of folks have taken a turn, others typically find it easier.  One way to 
make the process run smoother is to alert a couple of people beforehand so 
they can begin thinking and be ready to volunteer. This type of “plant" can 
make it much easier for folks who come later because they won't see someone 
"struggle" and get "uptight" about their performance. Another way to minimize 
the difficulty is to begin with you.  
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Roll the Dice 
 
OBJECTIVES: 
 
▪ To lighten the atmosphere 
▪ To get to know each other 

 
MATERIAL: 
 
▪ Prepare dice with a different color on each side 
▪ Prepare a series of trivia questions and/or sentence completions based on 

each color of the dice 
 
PROCEDURE: 
 
▪ Use a dice where each side has a different color, and stands for a certain 

question/sentence to be finished. 
▪ Let participants roll the dice and answer the question according to the color 

rolled. 
 
TIME REQUIRED: 
 
Depends on the size of the group, approximately two to three minutes per 
person 
  
 
Playing Card Introductions 
 
OBJECTIVES: 
 
▪ Warm-up exercise 
▪ Networking 
 
MATERIAL:  A deck of cards 
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PROCEDURE: 
▪ Give each person entering the room a card to keep, and ask them to find 

others with the same number. 
▪ They should introduce themselves and sit together. 
▪ During breaks ask everyone to look for others with the same suit or color, 

and introduce themselves, get to know each other better. 
▪ Repeat the process until everyone has met everyone in the group. 
       
TIME REQUIRED: 10 minutes 
 
  
$100,000 Exercise 
 
OBJECTIVES: 
▪ To provide a break during a lengthy meeting 
▪ To lighten up the atmosphere 
 
MATERIALS: 
▪ $100,000 candy bar(s) 
▪ Index cards or yellow post-its with "Grand Prize Winner" written on them 
      
PROCEDURE: 
▪ Before the meeting starts, tape to the bottom of a random chair an index 

card or paper announcing Grand Prize Winner.  
▪ You may have as many as you want, based on the size of the group.  
▪ About halfway through the meeting, have the participants stand and stretch. 
▪ While the group is standing, tell them they are participating in a contest with 

a "$100,000" grand prize.  
▪ Advise them to check the bottom of their seat to discover if they are a 

winner.   Present the "$100,000" candy bar(s) to the winners. 
  
TIME REQUIRED:  Two to eight minutes 
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Want Ads 
 
OBJECTIVE: 
▪ To get to know individuals in a team building or other type session  
▪ Look for commonalities, comment on diversity or other ties to the content 

of the session 
 
MATERIAL: 
▪ Want Ad forms 
▪ Tape 
▪ Box or envelop to collect want ads 
▪ Scissors 
       
PROCEDURE: 
▪ Create a form containing some of the following “fill in the blank” 

statements.  Make it look like a want ad or wanted poster.   
▪ Hand out at the beginning a day-long session or as pre-work for participants 

to bring with them.  They should not put their names on the want ad.   
▪ Have a location where the want ads can be collected anonymously.  The 

facilitator can then post the want ads on a wall with assigned numbers and 
have everyone try to match the person to the want ad.   

 
WANTED FOR 
 
Always being _____________________________________ (fill in) 
Having strong needs for ____________________________ (fill in) 
Greatly valuing____________________________________ (fill in) 
Living by the slogan ________________________________ (fill in) 
 
You may add additional statements appropriate for the group.  
  
Ask individuals to bring their picture (baby, dressed up in costume, etc); put 
those on Wanted Posters, and have people match pictures to attendees.   
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Choose Your Color 
 
OBJECTIVE: 
Encourage people to interact with one another.  You find out some neat things 
about people you normally would not know.  
         
PROCEDURE: 
▪ Have each group/team member tell what color they would be, and why.   
▪ Gain insight into people’s likes, dislikes, and personality. 
      
TIME REQUIRED:  One minute per person in the group 
 
  
Introduction 
OBJECTIVE: 
▪ To create unity among the group and promote partnering relationships.   
▪ This exercise will minimize the tendency to speak about one’s self for long 

periods of time. 
 

MATERIAL: Paper tablet, pen, or pencil 
       
PROCEDURE: 
  
▪ The facilitator will have the group separate into pairs.   
▪ Each pair will interview the other about interest in today's meeting, 

occupation or position, family members, goals, or other items of interest 
that may bring them closer together.   

▪ After the interviews, each person in the group will introduce the person 
interviewed and tell what they have learned about the person.   

         
TIME REQUIRED:  15 minutes 
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The Worst Automobile I Ever Owned 
 
OBJECTIVE: 
 
To help everyone relax, have fun, and get to know each other on a different 
level.   
PROCEDURE: 
▪ The facilitator should relate an experience he/she had with a terrible car 

they once owned.  
▪ Then allow each person to introduce themselves to the group and tell their 

own horror story about a car they owned. 
▪ Allow group to vote on the worst experience. 
 
TIME REQUIRED:  Five to ten minutes 
 
 
Favorite Things 
 
OBJECTIVE: 
▪ To introduce yourself in a different way 
▪ To break the ice 

 
MATERIAL: Paper and pen 
      
PROCEDURE: 
▪ Before the meeting starts, ask each participant to think of or write down a 

description of themselves as a favorite food, car, color, and activity. 
▪ Have each one introduce themselves with their name and the above 

information. 
         
TIME REQUIRED:  Five minutes 
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Your Worst/First Job 
 
Go around the room and ask each person to tell what they did for his/her first 
or worst job.  You could do it ahead of time and ask meeting attendees to fill 
out a card.  The facilitator could read them aloud and everyone guess which 
employee had that particular job. 
 
OBJECTIVE: 
 
To learn something new about your colleagues 
To spark conversation between employees who do not normally work together 
Interesting Introductions 
 
OBJECTIVE: 
 
To introduce class participants in a comfortable and interesting way 
 
Have participants pair up with someone they don't know and introduce each 
other to the group.  A real benefit is the networking opportunity.  Participants 
are more comfortable introducing someone other than themselves (they say 
the name louder and clearer, too, which benefits everyone). 
 
Add an item they must discover and report on as part of the introduction.   
 
Some of these add-ons include:  One thing the interviewer and interviewee 
have in common, the most interesting place they have ever traveled, or the 
biggest challenge they have faced (related to our topic).   
 
SOURCE: Lee R. Bailey, Dead River Company 
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Team Crests 
 

This is like the Personal Emblems on 
the preceding page, but this exercise 
is done as teams.   
 
OBJECTIVE:  
 
To give team members the 
opportunity to bond as team 
members and describe the unique 
skills the team brings. 
 
MATERIAL: Flip chart or butcher paper 

 
BACKGROUND:  
 
All military organizations have a unit crest representing the organization to 
which they belong. The unit crest looks like a shield and contains symbols 
representing the history of the organization. 
 
PROCEDURE: 
 
Reproduce a crest in the shape of a shield.  Divide it in to five quadrants. 
 
In space 1, write the "team name." 
 
In space 2, write the "team logo." 
 
In space 3, write a song that represents the team (Team members can sing the 
song during the presentation). 
 
In space 4, write or draw something that epitomizes the team's motto. 
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In space 5 at the bottom of the paper, have each team member list the one 
strength they bring to the team. 
 
When finished, have each team make a presentation discussing each item on 
their crest.  Ask teams to vote for the best crest and presentation.  
 
TIME REQUIRED: 15-20 minutes  
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FUNNY STORIES AND EXERCISES 

 
 
The Art of Raising Pigs 
 
The following letter describes the humorous side of a pathetic situation.  Can a 
hog farmer make more  
 
money by not raising pigs?  Some think there is a profitable case to be made, as 
evidenced by the following letter sent to the Secretary of the Department of 
Agriculture: 
 
 Dear Sir: 
 
My friend, Ed Peterson, over at Wells, Iowa, received a check for $1,000 from 
the government for not raising pigs. So, I want to go into the "not raising pigs” 
business next year. As I see it, the hardest part of this program will be keeping 
an accurate inventory of how many pigs I haven't raised. 
 
My friend Peterson is very joyful about the future o the business.  He has been 
raising pigs for 20 years or so, and the best he ever made on them was $420 in 
1968, until this year, when he got your check for $1,000 for not raising pigs. 
 
If I get $1,000 for not raising 50 pigs, will I get $2,000 for not raising 100? 
 
I plan to operate on a small scale at first, holding myself down to about 4,000 
pigs not raised, which will mean about $80,000 the first year. 
 
Now another thing, these pigs I will not raise will not eat 100,000 bushels of 
corn.  I understand that you also pay farmers for not raising corn or wheat.  Will 
I qualify for payments for not raising wheat and corn to not feed the 4,000 pigs I 
am not going to raise? 
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Also, I am considering the "not milking cows" business, so please send me any 
information on that, too.  In view of these circumstances, you understand that I 
will be totally unemployed and therefore plan to file for unemployment and 
food stamps. 
      
Patriotically yours, 
John C. Cramer 
 
Alphabet Bingo 
 
GOAL: 
 
Come up with one item for every letter of the alphabet (A – Z).  The team who 
successfully completes the task first wins. 
 
PROCEDURES: 
▪ This is a high energy and fun game I use either right before or after lunch.  
▪ You need 15-20 people per team to make this work.  Ten people per team 

would be the least number you would use. 
▪ Make sure there are both women and men on the same team.  Having lady’s 

pocketbooks are an advantage. 
▪ If you have a large group of people, you can create a timed competition 

between two teams. 
▪ Explain the rules to the team(s). 
▪ The facilitator acts as the final judge to accept or dismiss items collected for 

each letter of the alphabet. 
 
RULES: 
1. Don’t start until I say, "Go."      
2. Each team must appoint a recorder to write down items. 
3. Each item should be placed on a table and cannot be used twice.  A coin 

cannot be used as both a "coin," and for the word "money." 
4. You cannot use body parts (arms, legs, etc.). 
5. You cannot leave the room to find items.  
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6. Items used must be legitimate.  (For the letter "Y," you cannot use a yellow 
Post-It note and say it represents the word "yellow." Team members cannot 
write down the letter "X" and get credit.) 

 
 
OUTBRIEFING: 
1. Did the exercise sound harder than it was? 
2. Who was appointed recorder and why? 
3. What would have made the process easier? 
4. What strategy worked best for your team? 
5. Which letters of the alphabet gave you the most difficulty? 
6. What elements of teamwork applied in this exercise? 
7. How did you feel working as a team? 
8. What was the strangest thing you pulled out? 
9. Who was the most dominant? 
10. Was your attitude improved after you started working on this task? 

 
TIME REQUIRED: 20-40 minutes 
  
 
Co-Operation 
 
OBJECTIVE:  To co-operate 
 
MATERIAL: 
 
Prepare 12, 3 x 5 cards with the letters and hyphen of the word "CO-
OPERATION" 
 
PROCEDURE: 
 
Divide participants in to two groups and distribute the cards as follows: 
 
Team 1: C – P R T O 
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Team 2: O O E A I N 
 
Tell them in exactly these words:  The winners are the first team to come up 
with a word using all their cards.  
The teams will struggle until they realize they can only win by working with the 
other team and combining their cards. 
 
TIME REQUIRED: 5-15 minutes 
 
SOURCE: Eric Garner 
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